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QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION APPARATUS AND METHOD

Technical Field

The invention relates to Quantum key distribution, QKD, apparatus for an optical

communications network. The invention further relates to Quantum receiver apparatus

for an optical communications network, optical communications network nodes, a

method of QKD and a method of receiving a quantum key.

Background

Quantum communication systems exploit the possibility of transmitting

information encoded in quantum states, prepared in such a way that an eavesdropper

between two communicating partners unavoidably introduces a detectable disturbance.

In optical communications, the quantum information is encoded over a characteristic of

a photon; for example, polarization state, phase or spin.

Quantum Key Distribution, QKD, solves the problem of key distribution in

symmetric encryption systems. In theory, quantum encryption should be applied to the

whole message that is to be transmitted; known as one-time pad encryption. However,

this would unacceptably compromise capacity and latency of the communication

channel, since feasible QKD systems can only work up to a few Mbit/s and require

processing time for sender and receiver to agree the final quantum key, free of errors.

In practice, QKD is only used to produce and distribute the key, not to transmit message

data. The quantum key is then used with a classical encryption algorithm to encrypt and

decrypt a message, transmitted over a classical high capacity communication channel.

In standard optical communications, where a huge number of photons is

transmitted per second with a fixed rate, transmission quality performances are

evaluated using the Bit Error Rate, BER. In single photon transmission, the modelling

used to evaluate quality performances is instead probabilistic: the probability that a

photon reaches the receiver is expressed with a parameter which depends on several

factors, including: link distance, propagation noise, devices present along the link, inter-

channel noise. The number of photons received in a given time window is defined as the

Quantum Rate, Qrate, which is proportional to rr and dynamically changes over time:

the Qrate is very susceptible to changes of the aforementioned factors and small

perturbations of the channel may also lead to large changes in the Qrate.

In cryptography the “advantage" parameter is used as a measure of security

guarantee and to determine how often the secret key of a symmetric encryption algorithm

must be renewed. Usually while designing a secure system, the advantage parameter

is fixed a priori and together with the encryption system and the data rate, it is possible

to evaluate the time after which a given secret key must be renewed to keep the required



security level over the transmission. Using a quantum system to exchange the secret

key, and knowing the classical encryption algorithm used and thus the key renewal time

(that is proportional to the advantage), we can compute a fixed Qrate that is required for

the system to work with the desired level of security. As noted above, the Qrate

dynamically changes with several parameters, such as inter-channel noise, number of

coexisting channels, number of traversed switches, and is extremely susceptible to

changes in these parameters.

Summary

It is an object to provide an improved QKD apparatus for an optical

communications network. It is a further object to provide an improved quantum receiver

apparatus for an optical communications network. It is a further object to provide

improved optical communications network nodes for an optical communications network.

It is a further object to provide an improved method of QKD in an optical communications

network. It is a further object to provide an improved method of receiving a quantum key

in an optical communications network.

An aspect of the invention provides quantum key distribution, QKD, apparatus

for an optical communications network. The optical communications network comprises

a plurality of nodes and a plurality of links. The QKD apparatus comprises a quantum

transmitter, a processor and memory. The memory comprises instructions executable by

the processor whereby the QKD apparatus is operative to:

obtain a quantum key, Qkey, for transmission from a first node to a second node

in the optical communications network at a target quantum rate, Qrate;

generate and send to a path computation element, PCE, a QKD channels

request comprising a request for QKD channels for distribution of the Qkey and an

indication of the target Qrate;

receive a QKD channels response from the PCE, the response comprising an

indication of a plurality of QKD channels having respective paths and respective Qrates,

a sum of the QKD channel Qrates being at least equal to the target Qrate;

partition the Qkey into a plurality of sub-keys for transmission on respective QKD

channels, the plurality of sub-keys corresponding to the plurality of QKD channels; and

generate at least one control signal comprising instructions arranged to cause the

quantum transmitter to transmit the sub-keys on the respective QKD channels at the

respective Qrates and on the respective paths.

The QKD apparatus advantageously enables a Qkey to be transmitted at the

target Qrate, and thus with a desired level of security, without over-provisioning of

resources within the optical communications network. The QKD apparatus

advantageously enables the achievable Qrate to be increased as compared to current



QKD networked systems with point-to-point Qkey distribution, by exploiting the available

resources in the network.

In an embodiment, the memory comprises instructions executable by the

processor whereby the QKD apparatus is operative: to receive a channel release

notification from the PCE, the notification comprising an indication that the quantum

channel with the lowest achieved Qrate may be released; and, responsive to said

notification, to partition a remaining portion of the Qkey into a smaller plurality of s ub

keys for transmission on the corresponding smaller plurality of QKD channels. The QKD

apparatus advantageously enables a Qkey to be transmitted with the desired level of

security without over-provisioning of resources within the optical communications

network. The QKD apparatus is advantageously able to adapt to a fluctuating Qrate in

the network without compromising the desired level of security. The QKD apparatus

advantageously enables a variable number of QKD channels to be used to achieve

transmission of the Qkey at the target Qrate.

In an embodiment, the memory further comprises instructions executable by the

processor whereby the QKD apparatus is operative to: receive a notification from the

PCE that an additional QKD channel needs to be added to the plurality of QKD channels

to maintain transmission of the Qkey at the target Qrate, the notification comprising an

indication of the additional QKD channel having a respective path and a respective Qrate;

and, responsive to said notification, to partition a remaining portion of the Qkey into a

larger plurality of sub-keys for transmission on the corresponding larger plurality of QKD

channels. The QKD apparatus is advantageously able to adapt to a fluctuating Qrate in

the network without compromising the desired level of security. The QKD apparatus

advantageously enables a variable number of QKD channels to be used to achieve

transmission of the Qkey at the target Qrate.

In an embodiment, the memory comprises instructions executable by the

processor whereby the QKD apparatus is operative to: partition the Qkey into a plurality

of sub-keys by serially allocating bits of the Qkey to the plurality of QKD channels

according to a channel order; and generate a further control signal comprising

instructions arranged to cause the quantum transmitter apparatus to transmit a

representation of the channel order on one of the QKD channels.

Disaggregating the Qkey into sub-keys in this way advantageously increases the

security of transmission of the Qkey. Transmitting a representation of the channel order

on one of the QKD channels may advantageously keep the channel order secure and

introduce another degree of security in the transmission of the Qkey. Transmitting a

representation of the channel order may also advantageously tell a quantum receiver the

number of QKD channels it will receive the Qkey on.



In an embodiment, the further control signal comprises instructions arranged to

cause the quantum transmitter apparatus to transmit a representation of the channel

order on a first one of the QKD channels or a best one of the QKD channels.

In an embodiment, the channel order comprises a random permutation of the

integers in the range one to said plurality, K, of QKD channels, each said integer

representing a respective QKD channel. The memory further comprises instructions

executable by the processor whereby the QKD apparatus is operative to partition the

Qkey into a plurality of sub-keys by serially allocating bits of the Qkey to the QKD

channels in the order in which the integers are arranged in the channel order.

Disaggregating the Qkey into sub-keys in this way advantageously increases the security

of transmission of the Qkey.

In an embodiment, the representation of the channel order comprises a channel

permutation vector comprising the random permutation of the integers in the range one

to K.

In an embodiment, the optical communications network is an optical switched

network, such as a wavelength switched optical network, WSON.

In an embodiment, the QKD channels are at least one of space multiplexed,

wavelength multiplexed and time multiplexed. The QKD apparatus may advantageously

enables the achievable Qrate to be increased as compared to current QKD networked

systems with point-to-point Qkey distribution, by exploiting the available wavelengths,

links and time-slots in the network.

Corresponding embodiments and advantages apply equally to the optical

communications network node and method described below.

A further aspect of the invention provides quantum receiver apparatus for an

optical communications network. The quantum receiver apparatus is configured to

receive a plurality of QKD channels carrying respective sub-keys of a quantum key,

Qkey. The quantum receiver apparatus comprises a processor and memory, the memory

comprising instructions executable by the processor whereby the apparatus is operative

to: obtain the sub-keys carried by the received QKD channels; and combine the sub-keys

according to an agreed channel order to form the Qkey.

The quantum receiver apparatus advantageously enables a Qkey to be received

at a desired Qrate, and thus with a desired level of security, without over-provisioning of

resources within the optical communications network. The quantum receiver apparatus

advantageously enables the achievable Qrate to be increased as compared to current

QKD networked systems with point-to-point Qkey distribution, by exploiting the available

resources in the network.

In an embodiment, the memory comprises further instructions executable by the

processor whereby the apparatus is operative to determine respective Qrates of the

received QKD channels; and generate a Qrates reporting signal comprising an indication



of the determined Qrates of the received QKD channels. This may enable the sum of the

Qrates of the received QKD channels to be compared to a target Qrate for transmission

of the Qkey.

In an embodiment, each sub-key comprises a plurality of bits. The memory

comprises further instructions executable by the processor whereby the apparatus is

operative to: receive an indication of the agreed channel order, the agreed channel order

comprising a random permutation of the integers in the range one to said plurality, K,

each said integer representing a respective QKD channel; and combine the sub-keys by

interleaving the respective bits carried by the received QKD channels according to the

order in which the integers are arranged in the agreed channel order. Receiving a Qkey

disaggregated into sub-keys in this way advantageously increases the security of

transmission of the Qkey.

Corresponding embodiments and advantages apply equally to the optical

communications network node and method described below.

A further aspect of the invention provides an optical communications network

node comprising QKD apparatus. The QKD apparatus comprises a quantum transmitter,

a processor and memory. The memory comprises instructions executable by the

processor whereby the QKD apparatus is operative to:

obtain a quantum key, Qkey, for transmission from a first node to a second node

in the optical communications network at a target quantum rate, Qrate;

generate and send to a path computation element, PCE, a QKD channels

request comprising a request for QKD channels for distribution of the Qkey and an

indication of the target Qrate;

receive a QKD channels response from the PCE, the response comprising an

indication of a plurality of QKD channels having respective paths and respective Qrates,

a sum of the QKD channel Qrates being at least equal to the target Qrate;

partition the Qkey into a plurality of sub-keys for transmission on respective QKD

channels, the plurality of sub-keys corresponding to the plurality of QKD channels; and

generate at least one control signal comprising instructions arranged to cause the

quantum transmitter to transmit the sub-keys on the respective QKD channels at the

respective Qrates and on the respective paths.

A further aspect of the invention provides an optical communications network

node comprising quantum receiver apparatus. The quantum receiver apparatus is

configured to receive a plurality of QKD channels carrying respective sub-keys of a

quantum key, Qkey. The quantum receiver apparatus comprises a processor and

memory, the memory comprising instructions executable by the processor whereby the

apparatus is operative to: obtain the sub-keys carried by the received QKD channels;

and combine the sub-keys according to an agreed channel order to form the Qkey.



A further aspect of the invention provides a method of quantum key distribution,

QKD, in an optical communications network comprising a plurality of nodes and a

plurality of links. The method comprises steps of:

obtaining a quantum key, Qkey, for transmission from a first node to a second

node in the optical communications network at a target quantum rate, Qrate;

generating and sending to a path computation element, PCE, a QKD channels

request comprising a request for channels for distribution of the Qkey and an indication

of the target Qrate;

receiving a QKD channels response from the PCE, the response comprising an

indication of a plurality of QKD channels having respective paths and respective Qrates,

a sum of the QKD channel Qrates being at least equal to the target Qrate;

partitioning the Qkey into a plurality of sub-keys for transmission on respective

QKD channels, the plurality of sub-keys corresponding to the plurality of QKD channels;

and

transmitting the sub-keys from the first node to the second node on the

respective QKD channels at the respective Qrates and on the respective paths.

In an embodiment, the method further comprises: receiving a channel release

notification from the PCE, the notification comprising an indication that the quantum

channel with the lowest achieved Qrate may be released; and, responsive to said

notification, partitioning a remaining portion of the Qkey into a smaller plurality of s ub

keys for transmission on the corresponding smaller plurality of QKD channels.

In an embodiment, the method further comprises: receiving a notification from

the PCE that an additional QKD channel needs to be added to the plurality of QKD

channels to maintain transmission of the Qkey at the target Qrate, the notification

comprising an indication of the additional QKD channel having a respective path and a

respective Qrate; and, responsive to said notification, partitioning a remaining portion of

the Qkey into a larger plurality of sub-keys for transmission on the corresponding larger

plurality of QKD channels.

The method is advantageously adaptive enabling the Qrate to be adjusted as the

network evolves with time which can maintain the correct level of security for quantum

key distribution without the need to over-provision network resources.

In an embodiment, partitioning the Qkey into a plurality of sub-keys comprises

serially allocating bits of the Qkey to the plurality of QKD channels according to a channel

order. The method further comprises transmitting a representation of the channel order

on one of the QKD channels.

In an embodiment, the channel order comprises a random permutation of the

integers in the range one to said plurality, K, of QKD channels, each said integer

representing a respective QKD channel and wherein partitioning the Qkey into a plurality



of sub-keys comprises serially allocating bits of the Qkey to the QKD channels in the

order in which the integers are arranged in the channel order.

A further aspect of the invention provides a method of receiving a quantum key,

Qkey, in an optical communications network comprising a plurality of nodes and a

plurality of links. The method comprises steps of: receiving a plurality of QKD channels

carrying respective sub-keys of a Qkey; obtaining the sub-keys carried by the received

QKD channels; and combining the sub-keys according to an agreed channel order to

form the Qkey.

In an embodiment, the method further comprises: determining respective Qrates

of the received QKD channels; and generating a Qrates reporting signal comprising an

indication of the determined Qrates of the received QKD channels.

In an embodiment, each sub-key comprises a plurality of bits. The method further

comprises: receiving an indication of the agreed channel order, the agreed channel order

comprising a random permutation of the integers in the range one to said plurality, K,

each said integer representing a respective QKD channel; and combining the sub-keys

by interleaving the respective bits carried by the received QKD channels according to the

order in which the integers are arranged in the agreed channel order.

A further aspect of the invention provides QKD apparatus comprising a

quantum transmitter, interface circuitry and processing circuitry configured to:

obtain a quantum key, Qkey, for transmission from a first node to a second

node in an optical communications network at a target quantum rate, Qrate;

generate and send to a path computation element, PCE, a QKD channels

request comprising a request for QKD channels for distribution of the Qkey and an

indication of said target Qrate;

receive a QKD channels response from said PCE, the response comprising an

indication of a plurality of QKD channels having respective paths and respective

Qrates, a sum of the QKD channel Qrates being at least equal to said target Qrate;

partition the Qkey into a plurality of sub-keys for transmission on respective

QKD channels, said plurality of sub-keys corresponding to said plurality of QKD

channels; and generate at least one control signal comprising instructions arranged to

cause the quantum transmitter to transmit the sub-keys on the respective QKD

channels at the respective Qrates and on the respective paths.

A further aspect of the invention provides quantum receiver apparatus for an

optical communications network. The quantum receiver apparatus is configured to

receive a plurality of QKD channels carrying respective sub-keys of a Qkey. The

quantum receiver apparatus comprises interface circuitry and processing circuitry

configured to: obtain said sub-keys carried by said received QKD channels; and

combine said sub-keys according to an agreed channel order to form said Qkey.



Embodiments of the invention will now be described, by way of example only,

with reference to the accompanying drawings.

Brief Description of the drawings

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating QKD apparatus according to an

embodiment of the invention;

Figures 2 and 4 are block diagrams illustrating optical communications network

nodes according to embodiments of the invention;

Figure 3 is a block diagram illustrating quantum receiver apparatus according to

an embodiment of the invention;

Figures 5 to 8 are block diagrams illustrating operation of QKD apparatus and

quantum receiver apparatus according to an embodiment of the invention in an optical

communications network;

Figures 9 to 11 are flowcharts illustrating methods according to embodiments of

the invention;

Figure 12 shows block diagrams illustrating a secret key and a channel order of

a method according to an embodiment of the invention; and

Figure 13 shows block diagrams illustrating steps of combining received secret

key bits according to the channel order to reform the secret key illustrated in Figure 12 .

Detailed description

The same reference numbers will used for corresponding features in different

embodiments.

Referring to Figure 1, an embodiment of the invention provides quantum key

distribution, QKD, apparatus 100 for an optical communications network. The optical

communications network comprises a plurality of nodes and a plurality of links.

The QKD apparatus comprises a quantum transmitter 110 , a processor 120 and

memory 130. The memory comprising instructions executable by the processor whereby

the QKD apparatus 100 is operative as follows.

The QKD apparatus is operative to obtain a quantum key, Qkey, for transmission

from a first node to a second node in the optical communications network. The Qkey is

for transmission at a target quantum rate, Qrate. The QKD apparatus is operative to

generate a QKD channels request comprising a request for QKD channels for distribution

of the Qkey and an indication of the target Qrate. The QKD apparatus is operative to

send the QKD channels request to a path computation element, PCE. The QKD

apparatus is operative to receive a QKD channels response from the PCE. The QKD

channels response comprises an indication of a plurality of QKD channels having

respective paths and respective Qrates. A sum of the QKD channel Qrates is at least

equal to the target Qrate.



The QKD apparatus is operative to partition the Qkey into a plurality of sub-keys

for transmission on respective QKD channels. The plurality of sub-keys corresponds to

the plurality of QKD channels, so each sub-key is transmitted on a respective one of the

QKD channels. The QKD apparatus is operative to generate at least one control signal

comprising instructions arranged to cause the quantum transmitter 110 to transmit the

sub-keys on the respective QKD channels at the respective Qrates and on the respective

paths.

In an embodiment, the memory 130 comprises instructions executable by the

processor 120 whereby the QKD apparatus 100 is operative as follows. The QKD

apparatus is operative to receive a channel release notification from the PCE. The

channel release notification comprises an indication that the quantum channel with the

lowest achieved Qrate may be released from use. Such a notification may be received if

the sum of the Qrates of the QKD channels is higher than the target Qrate by an amount

at least equal to the lowest achieved Qrate, so release of the QKD channel with the

lowest achieved Qrate will reduce the sum of the Qrates but the sum of the Qrates will

still be at least equal to the target Qrate.

The QKD apparatus is operative, responsive to the channel release notification,

to partition a remaining portion of the Qkey into a smaller plurality of sub-keys for

transmission on the corresponding smaller plurality of QKD channels, i.e. on the previous

plurality of QKD channels less the channel with the lowest achieved Qrate, which has

been released from use. The sum of the Qrates of the remaining, smaller, plurality of

QKD channels is at least equal to the target Qrate.

In an embodiment, the memory 130 further comprises instructions executable by

the processor 120 whereby the QKD apparatus 100 is operative as follows. The QKD

apparatus is operative to receive a notification from the PCE that an additional QKD

channel needs to be added to the plurality of QKD channels to maintain transmission of

the Qkey at the target Qrate. The notification comprises an indication of the additional

QKD channel having a respective path and a respective Qrate. The additional QKD

channel has a Qrate which, when added to the sum of the Qrates of the existing QKD

channels, increase the sum of the Qrates so that it is at least equal to the target Qrate.

A notification that an additional QKD channel needs to be added may be received

if the sum of the Qrates of the QKD channels is less than the target Qrate. This may be

as a result of a reduction in the Qrate of one or more of the QKD channels, causing the

sum of the Qrates to fall below the target Qrate. The Qrate of a QKD channel can change

due to changes in various network parameters such as inter-channel noise, number of

coexisting channels, and number of switches crossed by a channel. The Qrate of a QKD

channel can be extremely susceptible to changes in these parameters, with small

changes in one or more parameters leading to a large change in the Qrate.



The QKD apparatus is operative, responsive to a notification that an additional

QKD channel needs to be added, to partition a remaining portion of the Qkey into a larger

plurality of sub-keys for transmission on the corresponding larger plurality of QKD

channels, i.e. on the previous plurality of QKD channels plus the additional QKD channel.

In an embodiment, the Qkey comprises a plurality of bits and the memory 130

comprises instructions executable by the processor 120 whereby the QKD apparatus

100 is operative as follows. The QKD apparatus is operative to partition the Qkey into a

plurality of sub-keys by serially allocating bits of the Qkey to the plurality of QKD channels

according to a channel order. The QKD apparatus is operative to generate a further

control signal comprising instructions arranged to cause the quantum transmitter 110

apparatus to transmit a representation of the channel order on one of the QKD channels.

In an embodiment, the further control signal comprises instructions arranged to

cause the quantum transmitter 110 apparatus to transmit a representation of the channel

order on a first one of the plurality of QKD channels. Alternatively, the representation of

the channel order may be transmitted on a best one of the plurality of QKD channels, for

example the QKD channel with the highest Qrate or the highest quality, i.e. the highest

probability, that a photon reaches a receiver.

In an embodiment, the channel order comprises a random permutation of the

integers in the range 1 to K, where K is the plurality of QKD channels. Each integer in

the range 1 to K represents a respective one of the QKD channels. The memory 130

further comprises instructions executable by the processor 120 whereby the QKD

apparatus 100 is operative to partition the Qkey into a plurality of sub-keys by serially

allocating bits of the Qkey to the QKD channels in the order in which the integers are

arranged in the channel order.

In an embodiment, the representation of the channel order comprises a channel

permutation vector comprising the random permutation of the integers in the range 1 to

K

In an embodiment, the QKD channels are one or more of space multiplexed, i.e.

transmitted over different physical paths within the optical communications network,

wavelength multiplexed and time multiplexed, i.e. transmitted within different time slots.

In an embodiment, the optical communications network is an optical switched

network. For example, the optical communications network may be a wavelength

switched optical network, WSON, as shown in Figures 5 to 8 .

In an embodiment, the QKD channels are at least one of space multiplexed,

wavelength multiplexed and time multiplexed. The QKD apparatus may advantageously

enables the achievable Qrate to be increased as compared to current QKD networked

systems with point-to-point Qkey distribution, by exploiting the available wavelengths,

links and time-slots in the network.



In respect of the above embodiments, the PCE may comprise a processor and

memory comprising instructions executable by the processor whereby the PCE is

operative as follows. The PCE is operative to receive the QKD channels request for the

QKD apparatus 100. The PCE is operative to determine a plurality of QKD channels for

distribution of the Qkey. The QKD channels have respective Qrates and a sum of the

QKD channel Qrates is at least equal to the target Qrate.

The PCE is operative to select respective paths from the first node to the second

node for the QKD channels and to generate a control signal comprising instructions

arranged to configure the paths.

The PCE is operative to generate a QKD channels response comprising an

indication of the plurality of QKD channels and the respective Qrates, and to send the

QKD channels response to the QKD apparatus 100.

The PCE memory may comprise instructions executable by the processor

whereby the PCE is operative to determine the plurality of QKD channels for

distribution of the Qkey by estimating a number of QKD channels required to achieve

the sum of the QKD channel Qrates being at least equal to the target Qrate. The

number of QKD channels may be numerically estimated as function of the target Qrate

and of system design parameters, by modelling Qrate for a number of channels using a

known Qrate estimation model, such as described in D. Stucki et al, “Quantum Key

Distribution over 67 km with a plug & play system", New J. Phys., 2002, volume 4 , page

341 .

The PCE memory may comprise instructions executable by the processor

whereby the PCE is operative to determine a required number of additional QKD

channels responsive to the sum of the QKD channel Qrates being lower than the target

Qrate. The PCE is operative to determine a required number of additional QKD

channels by: calculating a mean achieved Qrate for the transmitted QKD channels;

calculating a number of QKD channels required to achieve the sum of the QKD channel

Qrates being at least equal to the target Qrate assuming each of said QKD channels is

at the mean achieved Qrate; and calculating a difference between the calculated

number of QKD channels and the plurality of transmitted QKD channels.

The PCE memory may comprise instructions executable by the processor

whereby the PCE is operative as follows. The PCE is operative, after a preselected time

period has elapsed or in response to a configuration change in the optical

communications network, to repeat obtaining achieved Qrates for the transmitted QKD

channels. The PCE is operative, responsive to the sum of the achieved Qrates being less

than the target Qrate, to repeat determining a required number of additional QKD

channels for the sum of the QKD channel Qrates to be at least equal to the target Qrate.

The PCE memory may comprise instructions executable by the processor

whereby the PCE is operative to generate a channel release notification if the sum of the



achieved Qrates less the lowest achieved Qrate is at least equal to the target Qrate. The

PCE is operative to send the channel release notification to the QKD apparatus. The

channel release notification comprises an indication that the quantum channel with the

lowest achieved Qrate may be released from use.

The PCE memory may comprise instructions executable by the processor

whereby the PCE is operative to generate a channel order by allocating respective

integers in the range 1 to K to the QKD channels, where K is the plurality of QKD channels

and to generate a random permutation of the integers 1 to K. The PCE is operative to

provide the channel order to the QKD apparatus.

The PCE memory may comprise instructions executable by the processor

whereby the PCE is operative to independently route each path for each QKD channel,

independently selecting the best route for each path.

The PCE may be provided within a network management system, NMS, of the

optical communications network or may be provided within a node of the optical

communications network.

Referring to Figure 2 , an embodiment of the invention provides an optical

communications network node 200 comprising QKD apparatus 100 according to any of

the above described embodiments.

Referring to Figure 3, an embodiment of the invention provides quantum receiver

apparatus 300 for an optical communications network, such as the optical

communications network 500 illustrated in Figures 5 to 8 . The quantum receiver

apparatus 300 is configured to receive a plurality of QKD channels carrying respective

sub-keys of a Qkey. The quantum receiver apparatus comprises a processor 3 10 and

memory 320. The memory 320 comprises instructions executable by the processor

whereby the quantum receiver apparatus 300 is operative to obtain the sub-keys carried

by the received QKD channels and to combine the sub-keys according to an agreed

channel order to form the Qkey.

In an embodiment, the memory 320 comprises further instructions executable by

the processor 3 10 whereby the quantum receiver apparatus 300 is operative to

determine respective Qrates of the received QKD channels and is operative to generate

a Qrates reporting signal. The Qrates reporting signal comprises an indication of the

determined Qrates of the received QKD channels. The quantum receiver apparatus 300

may be operative to send the Qrates reporting signal to the PCE that the QKD apparatus

100 communicates with.

In an embodiment, each sub-key comprises a plurality of bits. The memory 320

comprises instructions executable by the processor 3 10 whereby the quantum receiver

apparatus 300 is operative as follows. The quantum receiver apparatus 300 is operative

to receive an indication of the agreed channel order. The agreed channel order

comprises a random permutation of the integers in the range 1 to K, where K is the



plurality of received QKD channels. Each integer in the channel order represents a

respective one of the QKD channels. The quantum receiver apparatus 300 is operative

to combine the sub-keys by interleaving the respective bits carried by the received QKD

channels according to the order in which the integers are arranged in the channel order.

In an embodiment, the quantum receiver apparatus 300 receives the agreed

channel order on one of the received QKD channels and the memory 320 comprises

further instructions executable by the processor 3 10 whereby the quantum receiver

apparatus 300 is operative to obtain the agreed channel order carried by the QKD

channel.

In an embodiment, the memory 320 comprises further instructions executable by

the processor 3 10 whereby the quantum receiver apparatus 300 is operative to

determine from the length of the random permutation of the integers in the range 1 to K

the number of QKD channels that will be received.

Referring to Figure 4 , an embodiment of the invention provides an optical

communications network node 400 comprising quantum receiver apparatus 300 as

described above with reference to Figure 3 .

Figures 5 to 8 illustrate operation of a node 520 comprising QKD apparatus 100

for an optical communications network 500 and of a node 550 comprising quantum

receiver apparatus 300 according to embodiments of the invention.

The optical communications network 500 is a WSON comprising a plurality of

nodes 520, 550, 560 and a plurality of links 522. A traffic PCET 5 12 and a QKD PCEQ

5 10 are provided within an NMS of the network 500.

In this example, a secure data transmission signal is to be transmitted from node

A 520 to node D 550, using an encryption algorithm that requires a quantum key

exchange between nodes A and B at a target Qrate of 500Kbit/s. This Qrate is computed

based the data rate, encryption system and security guarantee and remains fixed for the

whole time that secure data is to be transmitted between these nodes.

Referring to Figure 5 , the PCET selects path A-B-C-D 530 for the secure data

transmission signal.

Node A is operative to generate the Qkey and to provide the Qkey to the QKD

apparatus 100. The QKD apparatus 100 generates a QKD channels request comprising

a request for QKD channels for distribution of the Qkey and an indication of the target

Qrate. The QKD apparatus then sends the QKD channels request to the PCEQ which

selects the best path 540 from node A to node D and sends a QKD channels response

back to the QKD apparatus. The QKD channels response comprising an indication of the

QKD channel and its Qrate, and the path 540 on which the QKD channel should be

transmitted.



There is just one QKD channel, so the QKD apparatus 100 generates a control

signal to cause the quantum transmitter 110 to transmit the channel order on that QKD

channel and to transmit bits of the Qkey on this first QKD channel on path 540.

The transmitted QKD channel is received at Node B 550 and the quantum

receiver apparatus 300 receives the agreed channel order and then obtains the

transmitted bits of the Qkey. The quantum receiver apparatus 300 also determines the

achieved Qrate of the transmitted QKD channel and generates a Qrates reporting signal

comprising an indication of the Qrate of the received QKD channel and sends the Qrate

reporting signal to the PCEQ 5 10 .

In this example, the achieved Qrate of the first QKD channel is 250Kbit/s, which

is less than the target Qrate of 500Kbits/s. The PCEQ therefore determines that one

additional QKD channels is required to achieve the sum of the Qrates being at least equal

to the target Qrate, by assuming that any additional QKD channels will have the same

Qrate as the first QKD channel. The PCEQ therefore allocates a second QKD channel in

an attempt to achieve a similar Qrate to the first QKD channel.

The second QKD channel is routed independently from the first QKD channel

and in this case the PCEQ selects path A-E-D 542, as illustrated in Figure 6 , and sends

a notification to the QKD apparatus 100 that an QKD channel needs to be added. The

notification comprises an indication of the second QKD channel and its expected Qrate,

and the path 542 on which the second QKD channel should be transmitted.

The PCEQ 5 10 also generates the channel order and sends the channel order to

the QKD apparatus 100. The QKD apparatus 100 generates a control signal to cause the

quantum transmitter 110 to transmit the channel order on the first QKD channel.

Alternatively, the QKD apparatus 100 may transmit the channel order on the best QKD

channel.

The QKD apparatus 100 continues transmission of the Qkey by partitioning the

remaining portion of the Qkey into two sub-keys for transmission on the two QKD

channels. The QKD apparatus 100 generates at least one control signal to cause the

quantum transmitter 110 to start transmitting the two sub-keys on the two QKD channels.

The transmitted QKD channels are received at Node B 550 and the quantum

receiver apparatus 300 determines the achieved Qrate of the two transmitted QKD

channels. In this example, the second QKD channel only achieves a Qrate of 40Kbit/s.

The quantum receiver apparatus generates a further Qrates reporting signal comprising

at least an indication of the Qrate of the received second QKD channel and sends the

Qrate reporting signal to the PCEQ 5 10 .

The sum of the Qrates of the first and second QKD channels is 290Kbit/s, which

is still lower than the target Qrate. The PCEQ therefore repeats the step of determining a

required number of additional QKD channels. This time the PCEQ calculates a mean

achieved Qrate per QKD channel, which is (250+40 )/2=1 45Kbit/s. The PCEQ then



calculates a number of QKD channels required to achieve the sum of the QKD channel

Qrates being at least equal to the target Qrate assuming each of said QKD channels is

at the mean achieved Qrate. In this example, the PCEQ calculates that four QKD

channels will be needed to fulfill this requirement, assuming each channel is at the mean

achieved Qrate. The PCEQ therefore activates two additional QKD channels, as

illustrated in Figure 7 : a third QKD channel on the already used path A-D but at a different

wavelength, referred to as path 546; and a fourth QKD channel on path A-B-D 544.

The transmitted QKD channels are received at Node B 550 and the quantum

receiver apparatus 300 determines the achieved Qrate of the four transmitted QKD

channels. The third QKD channel has an achieved Qrate of 150 Kbit/s, while the fourth

QKD channel has an achieved Qrate of 130 Kbit/s. The allocation of a second channel

over the path A-D introduces some noise on the first QKD channel, reducing its achieved

Qrate to 230 Kbit/s. The sum of the achieved Qrates of the four QKD channels is 550

Kbit/s, to the target Qrate is met, and in fact exceeded.

The QKD apparatus 100 continues transmission of the Qkey by partitioning the

remaining portion of the Qkey into four sub-keys for transmission on the four QKD

channels. The QKD apparatus 100 generates at least one control signal to cause the

quantum transmitter 110 to start transmitting the four sub-keys on the four QKD channels.

Referring to Figure 8 , the PCEQ may decide that there is still space for

optimization of the Qkey transmission, and some of the QKD channels may be released.

In this example, the PCEQ decides to release the second QKD channel, on path A-E-D

542, which has the lowest achieved Qrate of just 40 Kbit/s. The PCE sends a channel

release notification to the QKD apparatus. The channel release notification comprises an

indication that the second QKD channel should be released from use.

The QKD apparatus 100, responsive to receiving the channel release indication,

continues transmission of the Qkey by partitioning the remaining portion of the Qkey into

three sub-keys for transmission on the remaining three QKD channels. The QKD

apparatus 100 generates at least one control signal to cause the quantum transmitter

110 to start transmitting the three sub-keys on the remaining three QKD channels.

Following release of the second QKD channel, the sum of the Qrates is

5 1OKbit/s, which is enough to fulfill the requirement that the sum of the Qrates must be

at least equal to the target Qrate of 500 Kbit/s.

After a preselected time, the achieved Qrates are again measured and, if the

sum of the achieved Qrates is below the target Qrate of 500 Kbit/s, the PCEQ repeats the

procedure of determining a required number of additional channels.

The Qkey is therefore distributed using K channels, which can be wavelength-,

space-, and/or time-multiplexed. Each QKD channel is routed independently of each

other, enabling the best route to be selected for each channel. The resulting K

independent quantum flows are received and combined at the quantum receiver



apparatus to obtain the Qkey with an aggregated Qrate that is at least equal to the target

Qrate.

The QKD apparatus 100 and quantum receiver apparatus 300 therefore enable

the disaggregation and re-combination of a Qkey into multiple sub-keys, the number of

which may be adapted based on measurement of achieved Qrates.

The QKD apparatus 100 and quantum receiver apparatus 300 enable a

fluctuating Qrate to be dealt with in an optical communication network with no decrease

in the desired level of security for the Qkey transmission. Advantageously, the QKD

apparatus 100 and quantum receiver apparatus 300 enable the achievable Qrate to be

increased by exploiting available resources in the optical communications network, using

multiple wavelengths, links and/or time slots, which is an issue in current QKD networked

systems with point-to-point Qkey distribution.

The QKD apparatus 100 and quantum receiver apparatus 300 can be used in

any optical switched network in which an encrypted data flow is to be transmitted, and a

Qkey need to be exchanged, using any QKD protocol.

In another embodiment, an initial plurality of QKD channels may be numerically

estimated by the PCEQ as function of the target Qrate and of network design

parameters. The Qrate for a number of channels is modelled using a known Qrate

estimation model, such as described in D. Stucki et al, “Quantum Key Distribution over

67 km with a plug & play system", New J. Phys., 2002, volume 4 , page 341 . The

process of measuring the achieved Qrates for the transmitted QKD channels and

determining a required number of additional QKD channels may then be performed.

This may reduce the time required for convergence on the required plurality of QKD

channels.

Referring to Figure 9 , an embodiment of the invention provides a method 600 of

quantum key distribution, QKD, in an optical communications network, such as the

network 500 illustrated in Figures 5 to 8 . The optical communications network comprises

a plurality of nodes and a plurality of links.

The method comprises obtaining 6 10 a quantum key, Qkey, for transmission

from a first node to a second node in the optical communications network at a target

quantum rate, Qrate. A QKD channels request is generated and sent 6 12 to a PCE; the

QKD channels request comprises a request for channels for distribution of the Qkey and

an indication of the target Qrate. A QKD channels response is received 6 14 from the

PCE; the QKD channels response comprises an indication of a plurality of QKD channels

having respective paths and respective Qrates. A sum of the QKD channel Qrates is at

least equal to the target Qrate.

The Qkey is partitioned 6 16 into a plurality of sub-keys for transmission on

respective QKD channels; the plurality of sub-keys corresponds to the plurality of QKD



channels. The sub-keys are transmitted (61 8 from the first node to the second node on

the respective QKD channels, at the respective Qrates and on the respective paths.

In an embodiment, the method 600 additionally comprises receiving a channel

release notification from the PCE. The channel release notification comprises an

indication that the quantum channel with the lowest achieved Qrate may be released,

resulting in a smaller plurality of QKD channels remaining in use. Responsive to the

channel release notification, the remaining portion of the Qkey is partitioned into a

corresponding smaller plurality of sub-keys for transmission on the smaller plurality of

QKD channels.

In an embodiment, the method 600 additionally comprises receiving a notification

from the PCE that an additional QKD channel needs to be added to the plurality of QKD

channels to maintain transmission of the Qkey at the target Qrate, resulting in a larger

plurality of QKD channels to be used. The notification comprises an indication of the

additional QKD channel having a respective path and a respective Qrate. Responsive to

receiving a notification that an additional QKD channel needs to be added, the remaining

portion of the Qkey is partitioned into a corresponding larger plurality of sub-keys for

transmission on the larger plurality of QKD channels.

In an embodiment, referring to Figure 12 , the Qkey 900 comprises a plurality of

bits 902. Partitioning the Qkey into a plurality of sub-keys comprises serially allocating

the bits of the Qkey to the plurality of QKD channels according to a channel order 9 10 .

The method further comprises transmitting a representation of the channel order on one

of the QKD channels.

In an embodiment, the channel order comprises a random permutation of the

integers in the range one to K, where K is the plurality of QKD channels. Each integer

represents a respective QKD channel. For example, as illustrated in Figure 12 , three

QKD channels, i.e. K=3, may be represented by channel order comprising a random

permutation of the integers in the range 1 to 3 . Partitioning the Qkey into a plurality of

sub-keys comprises serially allocating the bits 902 of the Qkey 900 to the QKD channels

in the order in which the integers are arranged in the channel order 9 10 . So, for example,

the first bit x 1 is allocated to channel 2 , the second bit x2 is allocated to channel 1, the

third bit x3 is allocated to channel 3 , and so on.

Referring to Figure 10 , an embodiment of the invention provides a method 700

of receiving a quantum key, Qkey, in an optical communications network, such as the

network 500 illustrated in Figures 5 to 8 . The optical communications network comprises

a plurality of nodes and a plurality of links.

The method 700 comprises receiving 7 10 a plurality of QKD channels carrying

respective sub-keys of a Qkey. The sub-keys carried by the received QKD channels are

then obtained 7 12 and combined 7 14 according to an agreed channel order to form the

Qkey.



In an embodiment, each sub-key comprises a plurality of bits 902. The method

comprises receiving an indication of the agreed channel order 9 10 comprising a random

permutation of the integers in the range 1 to K, where K is the plurality of QKD channels

which will be received. Each integer represents a respective QKD channel. The sub-keys

920 are combined by interleaving the respective bits carried by the received QKD

channels according to the order in which the integers are arranged in the agreed channel

order.

For example, referring to Figure 13 , three QKD channels, CH1 , CFI2, CFI3, are

received, together with channel order [ 1 , 2 , 3] 9 10 . CH1 carries a first sub-key comprising

bits x2 and x5, CFI2 carries a second sub-key comprising bits x 1 and x4, and CFI3 carries

a third sub-key comprising bits x3 and x6. The sub-keys are obtained from the QKD

channels and combined by interleaving them according to the channel order 9 10 , to

obtain the Qkey 900. So, in this example, the bits of the sub-keys are interleaved as

follows: first bit on CFI2, x 1; first bit on CH1, x2; first bit on CFI3, x3; second bit on CFI2,

x4; second bit on CH1 , x5; second bit on CFI3, x6.

In an embodiment, the method 700 additionally comprises steps of determining

respective Qrates of the received QKD channels and generating a Qrates reporting signal

comprising an indication of the determined Qrates of the received QKD channels.

In an embodiment, the method 600 of quantum key distribution and the method

700 of receiving a Qkey may be combined, as illustrated in Figure 11. For example, a

secure data transmission signal is to be transmitted from a first node to a second node

across an optical communications network, using an encryption algorithm that requires a

quantum key exchange between the two nodes

The method 800 commences with analytically estimating a number of QKD

channels, K, required to transmit the Qkey at a target Qrate. The Qkey is partitioned into

that number of sub-keys and the method proceeds to start sending 820 the sub-keys on

the K QKD channels, each of which has been independently routed. The achieved Qrates

for the K QKD channels are empirically measured 830 and the sum of the Qrates is

compared to the target Qrate. If the sum of the Qrates is above the target Qrate

(‘threshold’) 834, the method continues transmitting the Qkey on the analytically

estimated number of QKD channels. After a preselected time, T, the measurement of the

achieved Qrates is repeated 842.

If the sum of the Qrates of the K QKD channels is below the target Qrate 832,

the method proceeds to determining 850 an additional number of QKD channels required

to achieve the sum of the Qrates being at least equal to the target Qrate. The additional

channels are enabled 850 and the method continues, partitioning the Qkey into the

resulting larger plurality of sub-keys, and transmitting the sub-keys on the corresponding

larger plurality of QKD channels.



The K QKD channels are received by the second node where the sub-keys are

obtained and combined, as described above.

The achieved Qrates may also be empirically measured following a change in

network configuration, to check whether the QKD channels are still meeting the

requirement that the sum of the Qrates is at least equal to the target Qrate, to guarantee

the desired level of security of transmission. Fluctuations in the Qrates may be caused,

for example, by a change in the number of active classical/QKD channels or in the paths

chosen for them, a change in the network configuration, or a change in the amount of

noise in the network/channel.



CLAIMS

1. Quantum key distribution, QKD, apparatus for an optical communications network, the

optical communications network comprising a plurality of nodes and a plurality of links,

the QKD apparatus comprising a quantum transmitter, a processor and memory, the

memory comprising instructions executable by the processor whereby the QKD

apparatus is operative to:

obtain a quantum key, Qkey, for transmission from a first node to a second node in the

optical communications network at a target quantum rate, Qrate;

generate and send to a path computation element, PCE, a QKD channels request

comprising a request for QKD channels for distribution of the Qkey and an indication

of the target Qrate;

receive a QKD channels response from the PCE, the response comprising an

indication of a plurality of QKD channels having respective paths and respective

Qrates, a sum of the QKD channel Qrates being at least equal to the target Qrate;

partition the Qkey into a plurality of sub-keys for transmission on respective QKD

channels, the plurality of sub-keys corresponding to the plurality of QKD channels;

and generate at least one control signal comprising instructions arranged to cause the

quantum transmitter to transmit the sub-keys on the respective QKD channels at the

respective Qrates and on the respective paths.

2 . QKD apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the memory comprises instructions

executable by the processor whereby the QKD apparatus is operative:

to receive a channel release notification from the PCE, the notification comprising an

indication that the quantum channel with the lowest achieved Qrate may be released;

and, responsive to said notification, to partition a remaining portion of the Qkey into a

smaller plurality of sub-keys for transmission on the corresponding smaller plurality of

QKD channels.

3 . QKD apparatus according to claim 1 or claim 2 , wherein the memory further comprises

instructions executable by the processor whereby the QKD apparatus is operative to:

receive a notification from the PCE that an additional QKD channel needs to be added

to the plurality of QKD channels to maintain transmission of the Qkey at the target

Qrate, the notification comprising an indication of the additional QKD channel having a

respective path and a respective Qrate;

and, responsive to said notification, to partition a remaining portion of the Qkey into a

larger plurality of sub-keys for transmission on the corresponding larger plurality of QKD

channels.

4 . QKD apparatus according to any preceding claim, wherein the memory comprises

instructions executable by the processor whereby the QKD apparatus is operative to:



partition the Qkey into a plurality of sub-keys by serially allocating bits of the Qkey to

the plurality of QKD channels according to a channel order; and

generate a further control signal comprising instructions arranged to cause the quantum

transmitter apparatus to transmit a representation of the channel order on one of the

QKD channels.

5 . QKD apparatus according to claim 4 , wherein the channel order comprises a random

permutation of the integers in the range one to said plurality, K, of QKD channels, each

said integer representing a respective QKD channel, and wherein the memory further

comprises instructions executable by the processor whereby the QKD apparatus is

operative to partition the Qkey into a plurality of sub-keys by serially allocating bits of

the Qkey to the QKD channels in the order in which the integers are arranged in the

channel order.

6 . Quantum receiver apparatus for an optical communications network, wherein the

apparatus is configured to receive a plurality of QKD channels carrying respective s ub

keys of a quantum key, Qkey, and wherein the apparatus comprises a processor and

memory, the memory comprising instructions executable by the processor whereby the

apparatus is operative to:

obtain the sub-keys carried by the received QKD channels; and

combine the sub-keys according to an agreed channel order to form the Qkey.

7 . Quantum receiver apparatus according to claim 6 , wherein the memory comprises

further instructions executable by the processor whereby the apparatus is operative to

determine respective Qrates of the received QKD channels; and

generate a Qrates reporting signal comprising an indication of the determined Qrates

of the received QKD channels.

8 . Quantum receiver apparatus according to claim 6 or 7 wherein each sub-key

comprises a plurality of bits and wherein the memory comprises further instructions

executable by the processor whereby the apparatus is operative to:

receive an indication of the agreed channel order, the agreed channel order

comprising a random permutation of the integers in the range one to said plurality, K,

each said integer representing a respective QKD channel; and

combine the sub-keys by interleaving the respective bits carried by the received QKD

channels according to the order in which the integers are arranged in the agreed

channel order.

9 . An optical communications network node comprising QKD apparatus according to

any of claims 1 to 5 .

10 . An optical communications network node comprising quantum receiver apparatus

according to any of claims 6 to 8 .



11. A method of quantum key distribution, QKD, in an optical communications network

comprising a plurality of nodes and a plurality of links, the method comprising steps

of:

obtaining a quantum key, Qkey, for transmission from a first node to a second node in

the optical communications network at a target quantum rate, Qrate;

generating and sending to a path computation element, PCE, a QKD channels

request comprising a request for channels for distribution of the Qkey and an

indication of the target Qrate;

receiving a QKD channels response from the PCE, the response comprising an

indication of a plurality of QKD channels having respective paths and respective

Qrates, a sum of the QKD channel Qrates being at least equal to the target Qrate;

partitioning the Qkey into a plurality of sub-keys for transmission on respective QKD

channels, the plurality of sub-keys corresponding to the plurality of QKD channels;

and

transmitting the sub-keys from the first node to the second node on the respective

QKD channels at the respective Qrates and on the respective paths.

12 . A method according to claim 11, further comprising:

receiving a channel release notification from the PCE, the notification comprising an

indication that the quantum channel with the lowest achieved Qrate may be released;

and, responsive to said notification, partitioning a remaining portion of the Qkey into a

smaller plurality of sub-keys for transmission on the corresponding smaller plurality of

QKD channels.

13 . A method according to claim 11 or claim 12 , further comprising:

receiving a notification from the PCE that an additional QKD channel needs to be

added to the plurality of QKD channels to maintain transmission of the Qkey at the

target Qrate, the notification comprising an indication of the additional QKD channel

having a respective path and a respective Qrate;

and, responsive to said notification, partitioning a remaining portion of the Qkey into a

larger plurality of sub-keys for transmission on the corresponding larger plurality of

QKD channels.

14 . A method according to any of claims 11 to 13, wherein partitioning the Qkey into a

plurality of sub-keys comprises serially allocating bits of the Qkey to the plurality of

QKD channels according to a channel order and wherein the method further

comprises transmitting a representation of the channel order on one of the QKD

channels.

15 . A method according to claim 14, wherein the channel order comprises a random

permutation of the integers in the range one to said plurality, K, of QKD channels,



each said integer representing a respective QKD channel and wherein partitioning the

Qkey into a plurality of sub-keys comprises serially allocating bits of the Qkey to the

QKD channels in the order in which the integers are arranged in the channel order.

16 . A method of receiving a quantum key, Qkey, in an optical communications network

comprising a plurality of nodes and a plurality of links, the method comprising steps

of:

receiving a plurality of QKD channels carrying respective sub-keys of a Qkey;

obtaining the sub-keys carried by the received QKD channels; and

combining the sub-keys according to an agreed channel order to form the Qkey.

17 . A method according to claim 16 , further comprising:

determining respective Qrates of the received QKD channels; and

generating a Qrates reporting signal comprising an indication of the determined

Qrates of the received QKD channels.

18 . A method according to claim 16 or claim 17 , wherein each sub-key comprises a

plurality of bits and the method further comprises:

receiving an indication of the agreed channel order, the agreed channel order

comprising a random permutation of the integers in the range one to said plurality, K,

each said integer representing a respective QKD channel; and

combining the sub-keys by interleaving the respective bits carried by the received

QKD channels according to the order in which the integers are arranged in the agreed

channel order.
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